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Q&A with RDG Planning & Design
Brian Halsey, Partner and Architect, AIA
How does your company’s values help
you collaborate with clients?
At our core, RDG Planning & Design
strives to Create Meaning Together.
We have worked with clients locally,
regionally and nationally, making
their visions reality. We understand
each project is unique in its goals and
outcomes, always putting their needs
first.
For us, design is paying attention
to details, following through with
the project’s vision and constantly
communicating with each other. We
have a responsibility to the people who
will ultimately occupy the space. It’s
a journey of Discovery. Design is our
skill, passion, and method for solving
problems. Our goal is to enhance the
quality of the educational experience
through the built environment.
At RDG, we believe in what we do;
learning every day. Education isn’t just
exclusively in a classroom, but also in
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the world around us and every project
we complete. This philosophy has
helped us successfully complete projects
across the country for a multitude of
universities.
Where do you see higher education
facility design heading?
In recent years, we have noticed
more colleges and universities leaning
toward flexible classrooms and spaces
for students to meet, socialize, and
collaborate. Some of our most recent
projects have involved the need for
robust technology; allowing for video
conferencing and remote learning. More
specifically, state-of-the-art technology
is incorporated providing the capability
to utilize telemedicine, active learning
environments, simulation space and
collaboration spaces. Classrooms are
designed with the flexibility to support
technologies of the future while meeting
the student demands of today.
Along with creating active learning
and simulation environments, our
designs have included labs and research
spaces to provide hands-on learning,
fulfilling educational and program
goals. Based on our recent work, we
see higher education facilities moving
toward opportunities for students and
faculty to collaborate more effectively,
technology becoming an ever-stronger
design element, and applied learning
and student centric environments on
the rise.

Brian Halsey

How do we help facilitate the vision
of a facility?
There are three key core elements to
helping our clients establish their visions.
It starts with leadership, develops with
expertise and concludes with a direction;
many times, culminating in the most
forward-thinking facilities to enhance
learning, proliferate collaboration and
achieve success as deemed by our client
in meeting their mission. We actively
listen and stay out of the way to the
message our client lays out. Sometimes,
our client knows the vision but needs
guidance in articulating what that means
in “bricks and mortar” to meet the
need. By integrating with stakeholders
and understanding the need, we
bring innovative strategic solution
strategies that can be implemented
in a cost-conscious manner. Our
engagement process along with our
thought leadership on College and
University projects allows us to advance
the position of our clients to provide
unsurpassed facilities to best-prepare
learners, faculty, and researchers to
be the industry leaders of the next
generation.
RDG Planning & Design
1302 Howard Street
Omaha, NE 68102
www.rdgusa.com
collegiate@rdgusa.com
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Q&A with Tod Stevens, AIA
Learning Practice Leader, Progressive AE
How were natural elements
incorporated into the design of
the science center? Why was that
important?
The Jack and Mary De Witt Center
for Science and Technology sits at
the center of Cornerstone University’s
campus in Grand Rapids, MI. The new
building is a testament to design, the
natural world, and the future of science.
As a religious institution, Cornerstone
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wanted the building to highlight the
connection between science and faith.
To do this, we weaved natural elements
into the building whenever possible.
The most obvious might be the floor-toceiling windows that run from the garden
level all the way to the second floor. This
allows an abundance of sunlight into the
space and provides views to the campus,
outdoor classroom, and small lake.
Collaboration areas feature live walls
filled with plants. Research tells us that
an abundance of these two elements –
natural light and flora – has a calming
and productive effect on students.
Other natural elements include
a large fish tank at the building’s
entrance and wood and stone elements
throughout the space.
How did the design team work within
the university’s budget?
So many factors go into a project’s
budget. We worked closely with
university staff to determine the needs
of the STEM program and the campus.
From there, we were able to right size
the project by helping prioritize those
needs while also fulfilling the ambitions
of students and faculty. By designing
the center as a three-story building,
we saved significant resources without
sacrificing STEM program space or
design aesthetic.
W e w o r ke d c l o s e l y w i t h o u r
co n st r u ct i o n pa r t n e r a n d t ra d e
subcontractors to determine cost-saving
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strategies and came to early agreements
on material costs. This allowed us to
design and build a state-of-the-art,
functional, and beautiful space within
a budget not normally seen for STEM
buildings.
What are the trends with STEM that
universities need to know about?
I’ve been working with higher
education clients for more than 25
years. In that time, I’ve seen priorities
and investments change. According
to the US Department of Commerce,
the growth in STEM jobs was six times
greater than that of non-STEM jobs in the
past decade. That’s a huge amount of
growth! STEM is not a fad that is leaving
anytime soon.
From our experience, students don’t
just want to learn about STEM, they
want to do STEM. That’s why the De
Witt Center has seven different lab
spaces – from physics and engineering
to chemistry, microbiology and human
anatomy.
Students also want to be connected
to professors and peers. To help create
these connections and facilitate learning
in and out of the classroom, we placed
staff offices next to common areas where
students tend to study before and after
classes.
Online: progressiveae.com
Email: stevenst@progressiveae.com
Charlotte, NC
Grand Rapids, MI
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Q&A with William J. Pappalardo

Managing Partner, JBA Architecture and Consulting, LLC
What challenges did you face with the
renovation of Long Branch Historic
High School and how were those
overcome?
The challenges were to completely
restore the exterior back to the original
grandeur of the gothic collegiatestyle 1925 public works project, while
completely replacing and modernizing
its exterior envelope and building
systems, and maintaining the original
wood doors, transoms, internal windows
and trim throughout. The Grande Dame
of the building was the impeccably
restored and modernized auditorium
including the gold leaf declaration:
“The foundation of every state is the
education of its youth.”
Working with industr y leading
manufacturers, JBA incorporated energy
efficient mechanical and electrical
building systems and specific postconsumer content building materials
and finishes, delivering a modernized
facility that now provides reduced
operational and maintenance costs for
the District.
The project was developed with an
eye to both sustainability and the future
by repurposing the historic high school

rather than simply demolishing it to
build a new facility. The District believes
this building and its beloved clock tower
is part of the fabric of Long Branch must
be preserved to continue its heritage.
How does JBA’s integrated team
project approach contribute to
designing better facilities for learning?
By integrating the Owner’s staff and
key personnel in the design process
we were able to transform the facility’s
interior into a School of Social Justice
Academy by working within the 1925
sized classrooms and reducing class
sizes to keep the existing walls in place.
Additionally, the team transformed
older spaces into modern collaborative
spaces. Included were transforming the
science spaces into more modern iSTEM
Labs; large group rooms into Civics
Debating Labs, abandoned basement
spaces into coffee house style gathering
spaces, and instead of traditional
cafeterias, a modern kitchen with panini
stations and grab and go boxes.
The exterior, also, was a team effort
to provide responsive exterior lighting,
and to recondition the original clock
to signal school was indeed back in
session.
What is the benefit of working with
a firm like JBA Architecture and
its efficient “zero” overhead office
concept?
The benefit of JBA Architecture is
our ability to deliver the full planning
and design services expected of a larger
firm, but by using an appropriately
sized team of passionately engaged
experts and by direct and personal
partner involvement. Whereas most
firms have multiple market silos, JBA’s
primary market sector is Education;
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public, private and charter prek-12
schools, which comprises over 95% of
our portfolio.
It is intentional that JBA maintains a
“no office” culture. The key to keeping
our firms employees best-in-class is
instant communication and utilizing
collaboration techniques through
modern technology (Skype, chats,
messenger, online meeting apps) thus
allowing for flexible work hours for staff
to enjoy family time while maintaining
productivity and timely product delivery
for our clients.
In the words of one of JBA
Architecture’s most recent clients, “As
a small company, JBA lent decades of
experience to this project while always
providing designs and solutions that
met district needs while keeping in mind
the budget constraints of the project”,
said Ann Degnan, C.E.F.M., Facilities
Manager, Long Branch Public Schools.
“Additionally, JBA partnered with a
strong base of professionals to assist in
the investigation and design that goes
into the unique challenges of restoring
a 95-year-old building for modern use. “

Bill Pappalardo, Managing Partner
https://jba-architecture.com/
2150 Highway 35, Suite 250,
Brook 35 Plaza, Sea Girt, NJ08750
bill@jba-architecture.com
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Q&A with Fuller and D’Angelo P.C.

How Are Libraries in Schools Transitioning to Libramedia Centers?
Re-thinking Spaces
More and more libraries are rethinking the traditional spaces of Study
and Stacks. Libraries of the past were
buildings to house books and periodicals
– a place to sit quietly, read, research
and study. Libramedia centers offer
a variety of information sources and
are much more interactional. There is
now the need, due to newer education
pedagogy, for various sized collaborative
areas in addition to the traditional
rooms that promote individual study.
Libramedia center design is focused
more on creating a variety of spaces spaces that are quiet; spaces that allow
for various levels of noise; spaces that
feel formal; spaces that feel casual. The
area that is used for quiet study in the
morning may easily be converted to hold
a District Board Meeting in the evening.
Libramedia spaces have automated
circulation and cataloging functions and
many spaces for various research and
internet access capabilities.
Fuller & D’Angelo Architects and
Planners understands this evolution
to a Libramedia center – whether it is
completely new construction or the
conversion of an existing space, as
was the case at Ardsley High School
in Westchester County, NY. Within the
parameters of an existing structure, by
utilizing elements such as glass wall
meeting rooms, flexible furniture and
wireless technology, we were able
to transform a traditional library to
a state-of-the-art Libramedia center.

The resulting space is
open, bright, inviting
and comfortable,
transitional and
experiential in areas.
Furniture
S e l e c t i n g
the appropriate
L i b ra m e d i a ce n te r
furniture is crucial in
how spaces function.
All of the spaces must
be multi-purposed to
make them flexible
and not rigid. Easily
adjustable height
desks and/or foldable
tables on casters allow
the user to transform
a space in an instant.
Related accessories
assist in this process as
well. A collaborative
room can fluidly
transform into a testing
center with an accessory as simple as
desk mountable whiteboard dividers.
At Fuller & D’Angelo we work very
closely with furniture manufacturers to
create spaces which allow for various
program purposes. Together, we offer
FF&E solutions that cater to today’s
variety of teaching methods, school
course syllabi and learning styles.
Technology
Finally and perhaps most significantly
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technology has and continues to change
the way we approach Libramedia center
design. The end-user wants access to
a wide variety of technologies – smart
boards, chrome books, flow walls,
interactive monitors, collaborative
puck laptop swithching, control-station
lecterns, etc. There is also an ever
increasing demand for various types of
digital content.
Print circulation is slowly but steadily
declining, while use of e-collections
is increasing. Still, however, there are
many library users taking advantage of
both, so the space must accommodate
both. It needs to be able to adapt to the
anticipated future. Districts that pass
bonds and/or expend significant funds
to create a state of the art Libramedia
center must have confidence that
their new space will not be outdated
in just a couple of years. The firm
of Fuller & D’Angelo, Architects and
Planners creates solutions that are
adaptable and visionary – anticipating
the technological trends of tomorrow.
The field of educational architectural
design is constantly evolving. The
implementation of green building
design, smart infrastructure, information
technology and modern security
procedures has changed the landscape
of our profession. It is within the mission
statement of Fuller and D’Angelo to
provide services that meet the current
needs of our clients as wells as the
demands of forward looking design trends.
fullerdangelo.com
45 Knollwood Road
Elmsford, NY 10523
914-592-4444
info@fullerdangelo.com
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Q&A with the C&S Companies

Architectural Design for Academics and Trade Technologies
How did you plan, design, and
construct a new, multi-stakeholder
community college building for both
academic and trade curricula in under
a year?
Open and honest communication
was paramount from day one; the
four stakeholders knew they needed
specified programs in a new space, and
they knew they needed that space open
for the spring semester starting the
ensuing January. Buy-in on those two
factors served as the driving factor for
decision making. The actual duration
of design and construction was eight
months from concept to occupancy.
The design progressed as a cohesive
package, but an approach for two
separate bid packages was chosen due
to the aggressive schedule and to allow
long-lead procurement items to go in the
early construction package.
C&S provided full-service AE design
and construction administration
services for the new 22,000 sf higher
education facility that houses Jefferson
Community College, Lewis County,
Cornell Cooperative Extension, and
the Boards of Cooperative Educational

Classroom space in the fast-tracked Jefferson
Community College extension building.

Services (BOCES).
The initial bid package
consisted of extension
of site utilities and
improvements as well
as the foundation and
structural steel for a
pre-engineered metal
building.
Technology and trades
curricula seem to be on
the rise. How do you
incorporate that trend
into your designs?
The project goal for
the Center for Advanced
M ate r i a l s P ro ce s s i n g
(CAMP) laborator y at
Clarkson University was to create a
collaborative work environment that
was flexible enough to accommodate
multiple departments/majors in the
near term, with adaptability for future
modifications. Allowing the space to
serve as a showcase to promote student
interest was also a priority. Demolition of
demising walls and masonry infills from
five separate laboratory spaces made
way for a new, open and multi-functional
space design of approximately 3,500
square feet. Departments and majors
served include Electrical/ Computer
Engineering, Physics, Biology, and
Materials Science Engineering. A
new glazed partition, for view of lab
functions, lines the adjacent atrium
corridor, allowing passersby to see the
activity within. The atrium was updated
and provided with gathering, lounge,
and study spaces.
Space plans were developed for
current uses, featuring areas for electron
microscopy and prep areas, storage
for hazardous chemicals, fume hoods
with plumbing and utility services,

Collaborative learning areas abound in SUNY Canton’s renovated Southworth Library.
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work surfaces of varying forms and
heights, modular clean room areas
with dark room capability, and a space
for lab manager supervision. An openceiling service loop offers flexible
connectivity to multiple gases served
from a central manifold within the space:
vacuum, compressed air, pure water,
telecommunication connectivity, and
electrical service by means of a busway
distribution system. Surveillance and
access control were also provided to
ensure a safe and secure environment.
In another example, a new aviation
school project for Dutchess Community
College combines a 15,000 sf educational
hangar and a 10,000 sf adjacent hangar
for an airline maintenance tenant so
that students can get hands-on training
and while filling open opportunities
within the job market. The connected
classroom space affords academic,
flight simulator, office, break room, and
testing functions.
How has technology’s tremendous
impact on changing concepts of
campus libraries affected your
approach?
It’s all about working with library
staff, faculty, and students to determine
functionality, efficiency, and aesthetics
in this new era of collaborative learning.
The State University of New York at
Canton wanted its Southworth Library
to be modernized with not only the
latest technologies, but also gathering
spaces and areas for shared study. The
project consisted of completely gutting
8,000 square feet of the first floor and
upgrading the space using sustainable
materials. Our architects designed
this renovation with a beautiful new
welcoming lobby, information desk,
offices, meeting rooms, tutoring center,
and aforementioned gathering spaces
and shared, computer-centric learning
areas for team projects.
C&S Companies
877.CS.SOLVE
cscos.com
Mike LaMontagne, AIA, NCARB
mlamontagne@cscos.com

